
 

STFU

And now the vax pushers want us to forgive and forget? I think not.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

wmackew0

The crimes committed over the past few years is unspeakable, justice must be served. Either life

imprisonment or death penalty. Let's not forget our Maid program in Canada Medical assistance in

dying..

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

Nat

Just a reminder that women considering the Covid injections were told not to get pregnant, nor to have

unprotected sex with an injected male. It's also worth remembering the sobering results of pregnant

women that eventually participated in the P�zer trial. They are going to point out every possible reason for

the increase in spontaneous abortion, still birth, postnatal death and birth abnormalities that they can �nd.

The truth is manufactured and science is branded.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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Alan845

It is important to remember that in a world where depopulation is the goal, neonatal deaths are a positive

achievement.

 Posted On 04/14/2024

 

Cabochon

Too true Alan, but there are many more ways to achieve this hidden in plain sight. How long, for

example, before the UK becomes an Islamic State? Where else do you get free health care paid for by

the tax contributions of the indigenous population ? How many Christian churches are there in Islamic

countries compared with the number of Muslim schools and mosques in the UK? How about race? Do

brown or black populations have white only prime ministers? In the UK and Ireland, we have only

brown ones. youtu.be/uG2yKSlD1MU  Straight from the Orwell playbook, one sharp commentator

observed: “The big mistake all of the Cultural Marxists and Critical Race Theorists make is that they

look at the real racism of the past, then use that to describe the social structures that exist today.

They think the only solution to perceived discrimination is more discrimination in the other direction.

So what they end up with is intolerance in the name of tolerance.“ (We know of course that black

African leaders of the past had a burgeoning slave system, but we will let that go for the moment.)

The punch line in a live comedy show is “So we stoned her to death” - funny in context, perhaps, but

not in reality.

Check out Shariah law for yourselves - see if it �ts in with your broad minded religious tolerance. Ask

yourself if there a difference between tolerance, licence and cultural suicide? It may be your turn next -

broken Britain is already more than half way there. Some so-called “religions” are highly political. Get

your Hijabs ready, ladies, time is against you. www.parliament.scot/bills-and-laws/bills/hate-crime-

and-public-order-s..
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Cabochon

The 'Hate Speech' Road to Tyranny - LewRockwell www.lewrockwell.com/2024/04/lew-rockwell/the-

hate-speech-road-to-tyran..

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

tbran10

The deep state doesn't have a moral compass. The left says women have 100% control over the fetus.

The fetus has no rights. We abort about a million per year, we harm about 100,000 per year including

death with the vaccines being pushed. How many die is not documented. Denying the great harm

caused by medicine is on going and now we layer RNA injections that harm and cause death. Life is

no longer considered sacred.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

Cabochon

I fear you are right, tbran10. Not so long ago, abortion was considered only if the mother’s health was

at risk, but then that drove illegal abortions underground putting the mother’s life and health at risk

anyway. Not sure when abortion on demand became the norm but worse perhaps is arti�cial

insemination on demand for single mothers or *** partners, the donor being unknown to the child.

Cannot see that we have the right to create fatherless children to satisfy a personal need. Perhaps a

stable relationship between loving partners is better than none at all. Who knows? But every child

should have the right to know of their biological father and mother. Just because we can do

something, does not necessarily mean we should. It seems we have ALL lost our moral compass to

some extent.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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juststeve

Well, how long before Abortion becomes nonexistent because no babies can be born without being a

test tube, Petrie dish product? Engineered and designed to be in the narrow de�nition of what deluded

would be New Gods determine would be necessary, a useful eater, and useless breeders won't exist.

 Posted On 04/16/2024

 

juststeve

Ross Perot once ran with a message of there will be a giant sucking sound, it will be American Jobs

leaving the country...huh...prophet? Today he could campaign message with...Hear that giant sucking

sound? It's the highest costs for healthcare in world for our citizens with the worst results, especially

among the young.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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Guillermou

Yes, Just, many honest lawyers to combat the corruption of the US health system. The US

“healthcare” system is complex, expensive and ine�cient. All actors in health care, from doctors to

insurers and pharmaceutical companies, work in a heavily regulated and massively subsidized

industry, full of structural distortions. Patient care is conditioned in response to the economic

incentives that create these distortions. The United States has built a healthcare system with

incentives that inexorably generate terrible and perverse results. Incentives that do not emphasize

health and well-being. Nutrition, exercise, education, emotional safety, our natural environment, and

public safety may now be more important than care in producing greater gains in longevity and quality

of life Some aspects that independent rulers not pressured by corruption should consider: ----1.- 45%

of their total combined revenue from the pharmaceutical industry came from sales in the US alone.

With 4-5% of the world's population and 33% of the population of the developed world, 45% are

covered % of all pharmaceutical revenues. ----2.- The annual �nancial reports of 13 large

pharmaceutical companies over the last 8 years reveal that pharmaceutical companies spend a lot on

research, but they include marketing budgets in their visits to doctors and advertising expenses.

The highest drug prices in the world, high corporate pro�ts and many television commercials. Some

"research" money is actually used to make mediocre products seem better than they really are. ----3.

Pharmacy bene�t managers are used to negotiate who tend to side with pharmaceutical companies

and actually prefer higher drug prices www.kff.org/policy-watch/drug-price-negotiation-doesnt-mean-

the-govern..  (12/08/2022)
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Guillermou

4. Se utiliza el proceso se llama " perenne " una patente. Se cambian aspectos minimos para

garantizar precios altos, Tradicionalmente, ha habido una falta de regulacin de la Administracin de

Alimentos y Medicamentos sobre lo que se debe hacer para desarrollar medicamentos genricos y en

muchos casos, las farmacuticas llegan a acuerdos y pagan para que los genricos no se

comercialicen. -----5. A medida que los estadounidenses gastan ms y ms de sus ingresos para pagar

las primas y los deducibles en aumento de su seguro de salud, las principales compaas de seguros

obtienen ganancias rcord. www.live5news.com/2022/02/03/health-insurance-companies-make-

record-pr..  ----6. Los hospitales realmente ganan dinero cuando un paciente desarrolla

complicaciones durante y despus de la ciruga.

Se llama un "margen de contribucin" extrado del seguro de vctimas desafortunadas que recompensa

a los hospitales y mdicos por cometer errores www.oecd.org/els/health-systems/The-economics-of-

patient-safety-March-..  ----7, El gobierno federal ya gasta ocho veces ms en atencin mdica que en

educacin, 12 veces ms de lo que gasta en ayuda alimentaria para nios y familias, 30 veces ms de lo

que gasta en aplicacin de la ley, 78 veces ms de lo que gasta en administracin de tierras y

conservacin, 87 veces el gasto en suministro de agua y 830 veces el gasto en conservacin de energa.

www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/09/how-american-health-care-..

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

juststeve

Right Gui, and Health Insurance is not Health Care and a growing expanding market for Big Pharma

Pro�t$$$$ isn't Health Care either.

 Posted On 04/16/2024
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Zuben_El_Genubi

"Medical errors remain a leading cause of death in the U.S., where an estimated 795,000 people become

permanently disabled or die every year due to misdiagnoses..." That result is to be expected whenever

unquali�ed people become licensed doctors. Medical licensing should be eliminated - how long has the

world existed without it? And now, since the medical �eld has been nearly entirely co-opted by the

pharmaceutical industry, the people who become doctors are those who choose to manage their medical

efforts in the interest of their pharmaceutical masters - allowing incompetent persons to attain medical

licensure as long as they agree to maintain the primary focus of advancing the interests of the drug

business.

Doctors used to be healers, but now the goal of so many is to retain patients as customers for themselves

and the drug industry - if you're cured of your condition the doctor (and the pharmaceutical out�ts) lose a

customer. What businessman would want to lose customers? Change my mind.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

boxerdogofmine

We all know exactly why. Obviously, on the top of the list is the Covid jab. But those of us that can actually

see what is going on are still considered conspiracy theorists. Amazes me, with all the whistleblowers, all

the good doctors warning us, all the proof and people still get the jab. Common sense has disappeared for

most. And you can lay this one at Gate’s feet. Even when he admitted and it’s on YouTube that they control

the population numbers with vaccines, people still �ock to get them. When the Humanists are in control,

death follows. When doctors and nurses fall in line with gag orders, they are no better.

Once again prophecy being ful�lled. The delusion is real. The only hope is the One Who died on the cross

for us. No matter what happens in this world, we have a choicerepent and embrace Christ and be with Him

for eternity, or an eternity without Him. It’s only going to get worse in this world until He comes back, but

that will be to pour out His wrath. Only after that will things be different. Choose what you will, but as

Scripture says, “choose this day whom you will serve.”

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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HilltopJPJ

Yes Boxerdog, but as we both know conspiracy theories are only theories until there become exposed

as simply conspiracies, not theories. But I’m preaching to the choir.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

"Tragically, many so embraced the fear culture, they didn’t even need an authoritarian �gure to tell them to

comply with rules, even when it was clear they had no medical bene�t." So true and so tragic. I have gotten

where I do not even go to the doctor because I get tired of arguing about the vaccines that I will not get!

The doctor's o�ce started with me when I was having a physical a couple of month before the covid jabs

came out. It is sad when you refuse to go to the doctor so you do not get sick.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

gmh1954

Unfortunately, unless you have a really serious problem that your body cannot �ght off, avoiding the

hospital and doctor o�ce is in your best interest. They are great places to get sick.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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HilltopJPJ

Alldogs, yes I have walked away from my “Dr” as well. I quit my job a bit before retirement age in Jan

2022, all because of the covid politics that were coming down on me. In doing so, I also walked away

from health insurance. I went to my “Dr” one last time for an annual physical. I was already fairly

disgusted with the approach at the practice after my old Dr. had retired about 5 years prior. That last

physical sealed the deal for, I am avoiding the mainstream western medicine approach going forward.

I have been doing Chinese medicine with a quali�ed practitioner with 40 years experience for at least

�ve years now. My overall health has actually improved and I’m getting older (early sixties). I was for

the most part in fairly good health, but she has pinpointed de�ciencies and targeted them with herbs

and dietary recommendations, the results have been amazing and at a lower cost than western

medicine.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

gmh1954

"Among the leading causes of death, infant mortality rates increased in cases of maternal complications

and bacterial sepsis" Hospitals are germ-fests where one has a high probability of getting a serious

infection. I do not know what the problem is, but places that should be going the extra mile to be as sterile

as possible just are not clean, and it is not a brand new problem. Dating back to 2007, I have had a number

of friends and family members who entered a hospital for an unrelated problem and ended up with sepsis

or other serious infection - some made it out, some did not.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

walterlane

The enemy of humanity is attacking America more than any other country. If America falls the enemy will

turn his attention to the other countries. America is in the process of ceasing to be good and when that

happens we will cease to be great. -Alexis de Tocqueville Revival is the only way forward.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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Martix

Do you really think, that Amerika was great and good !!!!!

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

NikkiEagle

And as usual, the so-called Authorities are "ba�ed"........

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

MoMac46

The so call authorities are the cause of it all. In the UK Andrew Bridgen MP is doing his best to get to

the truth of the vaccine damaged and at every turn he is rejected by the leaders and MPs in all

Political parties. Britain is broken and the ones in charge are making sure it is. In Scotland its even

worse - the taxes are higher than the rest of the UK A new hate law as of 1st April will jail you for 7

years if you say the wrong thing and are a common white person, but its ok if you are from a minority

group that won't apply and can continue saying anything you like without retribution.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

hgarner2000

Another factor might be the fact that states which have restrictions on abortion have a healthcare

problem. Single moms with unplanned pregnancies are being neglected which can also lead to a spike in

infant moretality.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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pages89

Our child came 3 months early July 2021. She passed the same day. We never reported it. Now DHS has

tried to steal 3 of our other children, saying we killed our child born prematurely. It amazes me that women

can go get an abortion (which is wrong) and are celebrated for doing abortions. But if someone has a

miscarriage, they're a murderer. ?

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

MASONMANNIX

When Mederna, P�zer and J&J rolled out their Coronavirus Shots, I would tell people to just wait until

vaccinated people coupled up in their homes “with nothing else to do” start making babies. It’s bad

enough poor eating habits, obesity and lack of exercise have contributed to poor health outcomes so you

expect the same if you are producing children who have health issues and don’t live long. I retired in from

an o�ce in 2020 were just about every child born over the previous 25 years had health issues. This is not

normal. People need to wake up to everything affecting our health and wellbeing!

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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HilltopJPJ

“ “In 2022, more than one-third of the 3,143 counties in the U.S were classi�ed as maternity "deserts"

without hospitals or birth centers offering obstetric care, and with no obstetric providers. The lack of care

was blamed on �nances, as obstetric care services are "deemed unpro�table." “ The sad thing about that

statement is the apparent need for obstetric care, since pregnancy is NOT a disease, most healthy women

don’t need much or any actual care, just observation. All four of our babies were born at home under the

care of a local midwife. Our �rstborn was born breech after he turned sometime in the last couple of days

before his birth, as his cord was a bit short, so he he turned as he descended further into the birth canal.

That breech birth would have been chaotic at the hospital, instead it was peaceful and uneventful at

home. The diet and health of the average American these days has a lot to do with need for complex

prenatal care. Then immediately assaulting the newborn’s immune system with toxic injections certainly

sets them up for health issues or death. It’s really a sad place that we now �nd ourselves in. The medical

industrial complex is so �rmly entrenched, I wonder if the average American will ever wake up and get

themselves free from it.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

pages89

People treat us like we're Dracula bc we don't run to the doctor all the time

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

pjucla

Miscarriages , placental abruptions, stillbirths, gestational hypertension, pre eclampsia, eclampsia,

chronic hypertension are out of control since the jab roll out .

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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juststeve

Or, gasoline thrown on an already hot out of control wild�re of autoimmune dis-ease, sterility,

disrupting maturing body functions, and more constantly fed through decades of pollutants and other

offenders. None of which get addressed with the Globalist Messaging focused on Global Warming

while not changing one speck of the many things sourcing disastrous these outcomes.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

Whispyr

I work with mothers and babies and agree there seems to be an increase. The other piece is that

quality healthcare staff who refused the jab were �red or quit, which seems to impact the overall

quality of care being received.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

Truther4trump

I ran from the polio shot when I was about 7 yrs old. Now at 68 I avoid vaccines, big pharma and big med

like the plague. Thank you, guardian Angels.

 Posted On 04/16/2024

 

versatile

"In the U.S., life expectancy is three to �ve years lower than that in other high-income countries, despite

higher health care spending." should read "despite higher medical care spending" or perhaps the obvious,

"due to higher medical care spending."

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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david_d_richard

Thank you. This is of grave concern to everyone who looks toward the health of the next generation. One

of the uncharted areas of infant stress, particularly for premature babies, is the intensive amounts of EMF

radiation to which these helpless babies are subjected in neonatal care units. A friend, who does EMF

remediation and consulting for the DOD, told me con�dentially that the levels he measured in one major

metropolitan hospital where 'off the charts' high. What causes these readings? According to him, all the

monitors and communication devices that keep track of the vital signs and communicate 24/7 through

and around the infant. The adjoining radiology unit also likely contributed. He was asked to investigate

because there was a marked increase in infant mortality in this unit. Needless to say, his

recommendations went unheeded and the excessive infant deaths in this unit presumably continue.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

maxxon

Every time I hear the term "better absorption" it makes me laugh. Better absorption than what ?? I have

been using vitamin supplements and herbs since I was a little kid. I am a lot older and a lot smarter but I

learned one thing from my mother way back when. She was a charter subscriber to PREVENTION

MAGAZINE long before vitamins were popular and PREVENTION was just a hack for supplement

companies. She told me that the only vitamins worth taking are "natural vitamins" and the stuff like One-A-

Day were not only a waste of money but a total lie. The only way industry could pack the amount of

vitamins they advertise into one little football shaped capsule was if the vitamins were manufactured from

"synthesized vitamins" meaning they were not natural.

They were chemical concoctions made in a factory. Synthesized vitamins ARE NOT the same as natural

ones. Oh, you have to ingest more natural ones but that is because they are a natural product and not an

alleged chemical equivalent. To this day I take about 30 different supplements each day made from

natural ingredients. People used to ask me how much I spent on supplements. My answer "a lot but better

on supplements than on doctors and hospitals. And what do they do to make a vitamin more absorb-able

? RAISE THE PRICE !!!! It is a total con job and nothing else.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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Cabochon

“Demise handling”, eh? If he were still with us, I would send that soft language gem to

comedian/philosopher George Carlin, who opened our eyes to words that hide the truth. Some show

sympathy for families in times of loss and grief, but in o�cial contexts betray either the need to disguise

the true intention from the gullible who support the globalist agenda, or to pretend that all is well on planet

lockdown when common sense tells you it isn’t. We know now that “sustainability” is code for poverty,

genocide and slavery, that “net Zero” is NOT zero and doesn’t matter anyway and your carbon footprint

won’t stop the earth’s climate from going through hot and cold cycles as it has always done. A four-letter

word would set everything straight and we could begin to repair the damage, by naming the source of our

suffering, anxiety and threatened destruction: lies. youtu.be/-ZAo_dUbh9s

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

lma31439

Not to mention all the abortions which seems to be the #1 platform these days.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

sunshine11

Does anyone else remember a YT (?) clip, I believe, in which a mortician who picked up bodies to transport

to his facility, said that he discovered an astounding number of infants stored in a separate area? In the

video he says he asked someone at the hospital if they were aware - the person said yes, but the hospital

didn't want the number of infant deaths to be known - hence the separate storage facility. This was a

couple of years or so ago when morticians began speaking out. He also said, that prior to that, infant

deaths had been very small - 1 or 2 a month as I recall. Question is.... Who are we? What have we

become?
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jdrose199

What a mess they have put us in all for the sake of $$$ control and depopulation. Evil is running rampant.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

brodiebrock12

Evil is being "allowed" to run rampant. ZERO accountability is the single greatest existential crisis we

continue to face. NOTHING changes until IT does...why would it! It's just allowed.

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

Big�etch

More con�rmation the agenda is on track...NEXT ...

 Posted On 04/15/2024

 

jeherendeen

When babies are killed by prenatal care, more prenatal care is not the solution.

 Posted On 04/18/2024

 

walnutgoat1

I believe it’s intentionally done. More baby parts since abortions were slowed down. How evil of anyone to

believe and comment the deaths of babies are good.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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pages89

God help us

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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